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Activity Summary:  
I was able to accomplish two main goals during my time in the Toronto area: 1) give a 60-minute guest 
lecture to a very large (60~70 students) Intro to East Asian Studies class at Renison University College, and 2) 
meet over dinner with faculty from both Renison and also from their parent school, the University of 
Waterloo, to exchange ideas and perspectives. This dinner-time meeting was, in fact, conducted mostly in 
Japanese, as the faculty members to whom I was introduced at that time were all ethnically Japanese and 
involved in Japanese language instruction (as well as other areas) at University of Waterloo and/or Renison. 
Even though none of these faculty members were themselves the professor in charge of the Intro to East 
Asian Studies course, they graciously attended the lecture I gave and offered very positive feedback 
afterwards. 
 
As a special bonus, I was surprised and pleased to see two former exchange students to AIU in attendance at 
the guest lecture, despite the fact that they do not even attend Renison University College! They made the 
extra effort to find out when and where the lecture was being held and then came down from their own 
university, which is not too far, to say hello.  

What I have learned and how I want to use the knowledge / skills in my future teaching at AIU: 
My guest lecture marked only the second time I have ever lectured to such a large audience (there were 70 
or so people in attendance including a few guests not affiliated with Renison), and as such, it was an 
invaluable experience for me to think through pedagogical strategies that work better with large groups 
versus those more suited to the smaller class size at a place like AIU. I am pleased to report that the lecture 
seemed to be quite successful in the sense of provoking several of the students in this Intro to East Asian 
Studies class to re-think issues relating to manga, anime and Japanese popular culture, and I am already 
looking forward to ways I can integrate both the techniques I used (pair discussions, small group discussions, 
and class-wide sharing of opinions) and the actual content of this class into my existing course, JAS 370 
(Anime and Contemporary Japanese Visual 
Culture). It also made me appreciate the 
smaller class size at AIU, as I felt, almost 
viscerally, how difficult it would be to learn 
all the students’ names in such a large class. 
Additionally, the evening setting was 
fascinating, as students seemed to be in a 
rather different (more relaxed, perhaps more 
willing to speak up) frame of mind than AIU 
students typically are in during the morning 
or afternoon, when I typically offer classes. 
While I have no immediate plans to offer 
evening classes at AIU, the possibility is 
intriguing.  

 


